
LEAD THE  
CHARGE

CHANGING THE WAY YOU 
POWER YOUR BUSINESS



Climate change and environmental concerns are accelerating the shift away from fossil fuels 
and towards more sustainable business practice. In grounds maintenance, Toro® is leading 
the way with the launch of a powerful new range of battery powered equipment, contributing 
towards a more sustainable business efficiency for professionals.

Calling on 100 years of expertise and engineering excellence, Toro’s new range combines 
our proven mowing equipment with pioneering battery technology to deliver like-for-like 
performance with our petrol or diesel equivalent. Easy to maintain and cost-effective to run, 
they can also lower the total cost of ownership and contribute to greater business efficiency.

So join us today in leading the charge towards a more sustainable future.

Sustainability has never been a buzzword or box-ticking exercise at Toro – it’s 
embedded in our thinking. Fully aligned with the United Nations’ Sustainable 
Development Goals, we have a dual focus: on improving the beauty, productivity 
and sustainability of the land, and on helping our customers work more efficiently 
and effectively. Our acceleration towards a battery-powered future is central to 
this long-term commitment. Reducing carbon emissions in our operations, while 
powering professionals to work smarter means a positive change for everyone.

Toro’s high-quality batteries deliver 
comparable torque and power to 
petrol equipment, all at the simple 
touch of a button.

Battery-powered equipment  
is quiet, enhancing ease of use  
and user comfort.

No engine exhaust emissions 
and quiet– just the power you 
need to complete the job the 
right way, right away.

The technology relies on minimal 
components, meaning it’s quick 
and easy to maintain and service.

Battery-powered equipment is welcomed 
virtually everywhere and at any time of 
the day, giving you the freedom to work 
extended hours – or at times that suit you.

Easy to recharge from electric mains, 
Toro batteries are highly cost-effective. 

Calculate your operational ROI 
(return on investment) and see 
why going electric may just be 

your best decision yet! 

POWERING POSITIVE CHANGE

Performance, without compromise

Comfort

Mother nature approved

Simply simpler

Works around you

It could pay to switch
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For years, our cordless range of residential equipment has been 
powered by Toro’s pioneering battery technology. We’ve built  
up insight, expertise and experience – and now we’ve applied it 
all to the professional market, adding extra power and features 
to give you the performance you need to get the job done. 

Designed to run quieter and cooler than ever, Toro’s Flex-Force 
and HyperCell® batteries offer more power, comfort  
and superior service life. Plus they’ve been rigorously put 
through their paces where it matters most – in the hands  
of professionals in the field. So wherever you’re working, 
whatever the project, you can be confident they’ll give you  
the run-time and torque you need to supercharge the day.

It’s all in the name. The Flex-Force Power System is fully swappable across all 
of Toro’s power tools, giving you the flexible power you need to get all your jobs 
done with one power source. No hassle, no compromise. It’s also future-proofed, 
so as our range expands you can just pop in the battery and get to work.

*Battery manufacturer rating = 60V maximum & 54V typical usage.  
  Actual voltage varies with load.

PUSH YOUR TOOLS HARDER FOR 
LONGER WITH CLASS-LEADING 

POWER OUTPUT

USED ON THE HD PROLINE, PRO 
HANDTOOLS, eHOVERPRO AND 

CONSUMER RANGE

OPTIMISED FOR EVERY 
APPLICATION TO ENSURE A 

CONSISTENTLY SUPERIOR CUT

WORK IN ALL WEATHER AND SEASONS  
WITH TEMPERATURE RESISTANT CASING 

ONLY CHARGES WHEN 
IT’S AT THE RIGHT 

TEMPERATURE

STAY UP-TO-SPEED ON CHARGE 
LEVELS WITH THE EASY-TO-READ 

LED POWER METER

Uncompromising by design

When developing the HyperCell battery system, Toro’s designers put all their 
energy into creating a powerhouse of performance, efficiency and reliability. 
The goal was to enable commercial machines to run quieter and cooler for 
longer, allowing professionals to crack on with the job in hand and achieve 
quality results at the first time of asking. Mission accomplished.

DEVELOPED BY TORO 
SPECIFICALLY TO MEET THE 

DEMANDS OF COMMERCIAL USE

EACH BATTERY PACK DELIVERS 2.3 
KWH AND ARE COMBINED TO DELIVER 

NECESSARY POWER

DISTRIBUTED BATTERY MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM OPTIMISES PERFORMANCE TO 

ENHANCE RELIABILITY

DESIGNED TO RUN 
COOLER FOR ALL-DAY 
PRECISION CUTTING

USED ON THE Z MASTER® REVOLUTION, 
GRANDSTAND® REVOLUTION AND THE 

ELECTRIC ULTRA BUGGY™ E2500 OPTIMISED FOR LONGER RUNTIME  
AND GREATER BATTERY LIFE CYCLE

Charged towards change
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Naturally we’ve taken inspiration from our industry-leading petrol models, 
so you can expect the same high standards of innovation, efficiency and 
engineering expertise. You can also expect the same features, including 
MyRide and Horizon Technology as well as the Recycling and TURBO 
FORCE® decks. And whether you choose a ride-on, stand-on or walk-
behind model, you can be confident it’ll provide electrifying performance 
and superior control all day, every day. Because at Toro, we believe 
embracing change shouldn’t mean leaving anything behind – and that’s 
fitting for a range of mowers with zero engine exhaust emissions.
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GO ANYWHERE 
HOVER MOWERS
From bunker lips and tee boxes  
to treacherous turf and slopes,  
the eHoverPro delivers a first-class cut 
where wheeled mowers dare not go.

THE FUTURE OF MOWING, 
AVAILABLE TODAY

Get ready for hassle-free, engine exhaust emission-free, 
compromise-free mowing with the all-electric Heavy Duty Proline.

When the going gets tough,  
get tougher with the HD Proline. 
Built from the same legendary 
cast deck as its petrol-powered 
predecessor, it delivers 
performance you can trust.

Will you ramp up the RPMs with 
Auto Mode, or choose Max Mode 
to lock in the highest possible 
RPMs to get the most precise, 
quality cut? Decisions, decisions.

The power you’re looking for with 
zero engine exhaust emissions 
and noise reduction, plus no  
more oil or filter changes with  
a 10Ah Flex-Force battery

The eHoverPro’s powerful steel blade 
cutting system provides the kind of 
precision finish that keeps nylon  
wire strimmers awake at night.

Make light work of tricky slopes for 
longer, plus minimise fatigue thanks  
to effective airflow and weight balance. 

The eHoverPro is fully compatible  
with the extensive range of Flex-Force 
Power System tools, batteries and 
chargers. Highly recommended  
with 7.5Ah Flex-Force Battery

Cutting-edge durability Flexible modes Charging ahead

A cut above

Comfortably easier

Smart finish, smarter investment

REVOLUTION™ PROFESSIONAL 
HANDHELD PRODUCTS

Tool Selection

By exchanging batteries across the 
REVOLUTION Professional handheld 
product range, you can switch 
between jobs quickly and easily.

Capable of delivering 730 CFM 
(1.240m3/h) at 160 mph (257km/h), the 
blower features a variable speed trigger 
with turbo boost and cruise control. 
Powered by any Flex-Force Battery.

The Hedge Trimmer has a 26”  
(66 cm) cutting bar with dual-sided 
blades and 1.2” (3 mm) cut capacity. 
A 180° rotating handle adjusts easily 
for vertical or horizontal work. 
Powered by any Flex-Force Battery.

Tough and comfortable to wear,  
the backpack holds two Flex-
Force Power System™ batteries 
to extend your range, and includes 
advanced LED battery diagnostics.

12 AMP rapid charger to  
repower any combination of  
60V Flex-Force batteries. 

With a 0.95” (2.4 mm) line and  
16” (40 cm) cutting width, the String 
Trimmer rips through work, powered  
by a high-efficiency brushless motor 
with variable 2 speed operation. 
Powered by any Flex-Force Battery.

Three high-performance 
tools. One battery range. 

Controlled power  
and performance

Class-leading runtime  
of up to 600 minutes

Comfortable and sturdy 
backpack system

Repower faster

Highly efficient and easy to use

REVOLUTION  
BLOWER CANNON 

REVOLUTION  
STRING TRIMMER 

REVOLUTION  
HEDGE TRIMMER

REVOLUTION BACKPACK 

6-POD CHARGER

INTERCHANGEABLE 
AND INDISPENSABLE

eHoverPro™

PROLINE
53cm HD
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ALL-ELECTRIC,  
ALL-POWERFUL, ALL YOURS

Powered by the revolutionary HyperCell Power System,  
the stand-on GRANDSTAND REVOLUTION mower features  
a strong I-beam front-end and full 7-gauge steel  
TURBO FORCE deck with a bullnose bumper. Its durable 
design also delivers a lower overall lifetime cost.

Power through your day,  
day-after-day, with all the  
torque you need, and say goodbye 
to engine droop and bogging  
in challenging turf conditions.

Your mower, your way. Fine-tune 
your machine to maximise run-
time, optimise performance and 
achieve the highest quality of cut 
on every job – in every condition.

The instant power you need,  
the superior handling you want 
and the sharpest cut you deserve.  
The GRANDSTAND REVOLUTION’s 
innovative design also gives you 
greater control of both ground 
speed and blade-tip speed.

Full speed ahead Adjustable deck rake Precision control

10 mph (16.1kph)
max ground speed

of run time

Up to

+7 hours*

HyperCell 8-battery system 
18.7 kWh

ELECTRIFYING 

Built on the same tried, tested and trusted TURBO FORCE® 
deck as the Z Master 4000 - Toro’s flagship petrol-powered 
model - the Z MASTER REVOLUTION delivers the continuous 
cutting power you need to lead the charge towards change.

PERFORMANCE AWAITS

12 mph (19.3kph)
max ground speed*

of run time

HyperCell 10-battery system 

Up to

+7 hours*

23.4 kWh

Hard as nails and durable.  
No mean feat, yet one the  
Z MASTER REVOLUTION  
achieves in style thanks to 
its I-beam front-end and full 
7-gauge steel bullnose bumper.

Whether adjusting the deck 
rake, fine-tuning the blade-tip 
speed or setting the maximum 
drive speed, prepare for 
unprecedented control the 
second you take your seat. 

Patent-pending software in the 
drive-lever controls enables 
smooth, reliable handling 
with no engine lag or bogging 
in tough turf. Equipped as 
standard with Toro MyRide®.

Trusted durability

5 YEARS WARRANTY

All-out control Comfortably smooth

*Based on controlled laboratory testing of product. Run time varies with load.10 / 11



LEAD THE  
CHARGE

EMBRACE THE CHANGE  
AND LEAVE NOTHING BEHIND

www.toro.com/leadthecharge

Products depicted in this Literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design, 
required attachments and safety features. We reserve the right to improve our products and make changes in specifications, design 

and standard equipment without notice and without incurring obligation. See your distributor for details on all our warranties.

http://www.toro.com/leadthecharge

